
Tell me a bit about yourself and where you 
work?
I live in Alice Springs in Central Australia where I have been 
now for 9 years, since I was an intern. I’m on maternity 
leave at the moment, but my principle role is working as a 
Rural Generalist with a focus on Indigenous Health, chronic 
disease, multidisciplinary care and palliative care. My clinical 
work recently was as a remote General Practitioner in 
Indigenous Health Clinics, and in Corrections Health with 
Central Australia Health Service Primary Health Care (CAHS 
PHC), a NT government salaried position. As a medical team 
we visit around 26 remote clinics. I also work with the Central 
Australian Palliative Care team (Territory Palliative Care – 
Central Australia) in Alice Springs. With the primary health 
care team I have done some on-call and remote emergency 
medicine. I have also recently had over a year of working in 
Medical Administration as the Director of Medical Services 
(DMS) for CAHS PHC. Someone needed to fill in, so I did and 
learnt a lot first as a deputy DMS and then DMS, on the job, just 
prior to going on maternity leave.
I grew up in rural WA and went to UWA Broome Rural Clinical 
School which I loved. My advanced training with ACRRM is in 
remote medicine in which I completed a year of palliative care 
and concurrently completed a Clinical Diploma in Palliative 
Medicine through RACP.

Are you considering more training in future?
Down the track I might explore getting specific qualifications 
in Indigenous Health, potentially using Recognition of Prior 
Learning with ACRRM, cementing what I’ve learnt on the job. 
I might also consider some more training in Palliative Care 
and Medical Administration. But at the moment the Diploma in 
Palliative Care is enough. Also, I am keen to get more expertise 
in managing multi-morbidity and mental health. There are so 
many more mental health treatments we could do out bush if 
we had the skills and the current specialist psychiatry visiting 
model is over-subscribed and needs support.  Altogether, that 
might mean putting together various training in the next 5-10 
years. But these skills would help me to manage most of the 
patients I see. 

How do you fit in a family?
I have been salaried for my whole career, so I have always 
been able to plan for a family with knowledge of having the 
capacity to access leave. I can also easily package up my 
work around the family – like putting the different parts of the 
role together to ensure I get time with the family. I never work 
alone. In all the jobs I do, I am covered by a team. I am never 
the only one there. I can do the family time and get the work 
life balance.

What range of situations do you have to deal 
with?
I work in a team consisting of around 14 doctors and 1-9 
remote nurses and Aboriginal Health Practitioners in bush 
clinics seeing patients individually and in a team where the 
patients need the doctor. We see everything. We do patient-
centred management for multi-morbidity in remote settings, 
where there are limited resources. The decision-making is 
quite thought-provoking. It involves conversations with the 
patient, close liaison with a competent local team, managing 
emergencies on the ground, providing remote clinic support. 
Importantly I try to link up care up for the patient, to make sure 
they don’t get lost in a complex system.  

Why did you become a Rural Generalist?
I grew up in a non-medical family, dad was a farmer and mum 
was a teacher. When I got into medicine no one was talking 
about Rural Generalist work then - you either became a GP or 
other specialist. But I always knew I would go back out bush. I 
knew I was going to become a rural doctor from when I entered 
medical school. It was my goal. Becoming a Rural Generalist 
meant I could make the most difference and be part of the 
patient journey. And I wanted the broad kit-bag of skills to work 
in primary care, as well as to meet the broader needs of the 
community in other areas.

On balance, what do you most enjoy about it?
It is really flexible. The job is about responding to the 
community’s needs and working to your passions. You are not 
locked into a particular job for your whole life. I can work part 
or full time, out bush, in town, in hospital. I love seeing patients 
in prison, then later in community, I know them, I know where 
they come from. 
As a Rural Generalist, I like being able to intuit the needs of 
the community and use my skills to respond. I am trained with 
broad skills to be able to complement a range of areas of care. 

What do you find hard?
Maintaining a broad skill set is a challenge. It is hard, particularly 
if working part time. You want to be a very skilled practitioner, 
but that takes continued clinical exposure and ongoing 
continuing professional development. 

What keeps you going?
The patients are fun, and the medicine is incredibly intellectually 
stimulating. The community and patients face unbelievably 
complex problems. I work at a sustainable level though. I 
love living in a rural area, going hiking and mountain biking 
and being a mum. Alice Springs is full of young professionals, 
academics and teachers. It’s a nice place to live and work. 
Doing a meaningful job in a place I love living is the best of 
both worlds. 

What do you think a national Rural 
Generalist Pathway will mean for you?
I hope the new Pathway develops more Rural Generalists and 
in areas of community care we need – particularly in doctors 
skilled at multi-morbidity management, Addiction and Mental 
Health to name a few. 
A National Pathway will help to cement the Rural Generalist 
role. I have had to carve out my career pathway on my own, 
which was good as it was flexible, but a clear path will give more 
recognition and give people the baseline skills to get started 
from. National Rural Generalist recognition will be good grounds 
for advocating more Rural Generalists for the community and as 
the core workforce in rural healthcare systems. Studies have 
shown Rural Generalists improve health outcomes, and I hope 
we can show that in my community. We are the product of how 
we train and improving seamless training networks spanning 
city, region, bush would be a great achievement.

What advice would you give the next 
generation of doctors about Rural Generalist 
careers?
Give it ago. It is a really diverse, flexible, supported job, 
and you’re able to mould a career that suits you. It is not for 
everyone, you have to like rural living, but for those who would 
consider living in a rural location, it is a perfect fit.
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